
AX ELR

ACCURATE
RUGGED

RELIABLE

The next generation Accuracy 

International high performance, 

low profile AX ELR rifle features 

cross-platform enhancements to 

match the demands of sporting 

communities and professional 

operators worldwide.

Victory in the balance

Designed to withstand constant  

military deployment, the AX ELR long 

range anti matériel rifle system is  

supplied configured to .50 BMG.     

AI quality without compromise

The AX ELR model comes complete  

with all the options configured for  

the perfect rifle. AI accuracy, 

repeatability and reliability naturally 

come as standard.

Reliable high performance

Reliable and easy to maintain, the 

AX ELR exhibits all the features 

necessary to ensure superb accuracy 

and consistent cold shot performance 

in the harshest conditions.

ANTI MATERIEL RIFLE 



Trigger: AI standard two-stage trigger, adjustable  
weight between 1.5 and 2Kg 

Action: Proofed EN24T steel action and bolt body  
with maraging steel bolt head and lock ring. 6 lug, 
60° bolt throw with AI leaf spring extractor. 45 MOA 
STANAG 4694 / Mil Std 1913 action rail and forend rail 
for use with in-line night vision or thermal scopes. Action 
bolted to the aluminium chassis with 5 action screws

Safety catch: 3 position shroud style safety

Chassis: Aluminium chassis with superior AI KeySlot™ 
mounting system, featuring 45 MOA action rail  
and forend rail, and AI repeatable Quickloc barrel 
change system

Toolless quick adjustable cheekpiece: Height 
adjustable, to allow for night vision equipment or 
telescopic sights with large objective lenses

Target adjustable buttpad and length of pull: 
Toolless, quick adjust buttpad with spacers. LOP 
adjustment 49 mm  

Forend: Forend tube with KeySlot™ mounting system, 
Arca-Swiss style dovetail tripod rail and barricade 
support. 1 x 140mm plain accessory rail and 2 x 80mm 
flush cup accessory rails 

Magazine: Detachable 10 round double stack  
magazine - can also be top loaded though the rifle 
ejection port. Left side magazine port cut out for ease  
of magazine insertion

AI barrel options: Stainless steel barrels with M39  
barrel tenon and M24 x 1 muzzle thread, fitted with AI 
triple chamber muzzle brake 

Grip: Designed to accept most AR style pistol grips

Folding stock: Right side folding stock over bolt for 
shorter profile during transportation

Sling attachment points

User manual 

Colours: The AX ELR is protected with a Cerakote™ top  
coat available in three colours
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AX ELR ANTI MATERIEL RIFLE 

CALIBRE BARREL LENGTH MUZZLE THREAD MUZZLE BRAKE MOUNTING SYSTEM TWIST RATE

.50 BMG 27” (685mm) M24 x 1 AI Triple Chamber KeySlot™ 1:15


